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To           

Dr. Lisa Moore, 

Unicode Consortium 

USA 

Dear Dr. Lisa Moore, 

I am retired as head of the Department of the Epigraphy at the Tamil University, Thanjvaur. You shall 

note from Tolkappiyam, the earliest Grammar of Tamil, that writing short  vowels /e/ and /o/  with a dot 

above them is a very old practice. The dot  generally is not used in palm leaf manuscripts, nor in stone 

inscriptions and copper plates. But you find its use in them occasionally. The word centaNDan used in a 

Trichirappalli inscription and the word koRRai used in a Chithannavasal inscription have dot over their 

initial consonant-vowel letters. I would also like to mention the Arachalur inscription, which is the oldest 

inscription on music and which I discovered and announced to the world. The word ezuttu in this 

inscription is written with a dot on the vowel /e/.  Further when I did research in 1980’s in areas around 

Chittur and Palaghat in Kerala on Konganpadai  festival , I found Tamil sentences written in Grantha 

letters in the Tamil manuscripts I saw in the mansions of Mannadiayar. Historical researchers  say that 

the Tamil Brahmins from the Thanjavur region who went to Kerala through the Palghat pass took 

Grantha letters with them. These Brahmins are called Tamil PaTTar.  I believe that Tamil texts were 

written in Grantha in the Palghat region is a situation just like the Tamil devotional compositions were 

written in Grantha in South East Asian countries.  Justice Chengottu Velan has mentioned that 

Kangaiyam Mandradiar of Kaadaiyur, who comes in the line of Kangeyan, the author of the dictionary 

Uriccol Nighandu,   signed his name in Grantha. 
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I have read the proposal of the Govt. of India on Grantha and the letter of its officer Ms. Swarnalatha in 

this regard. I have myself seen that in many historical documents found in Tamil Nadu, Tamil words have 

been written in Grantha letters. In this light, I request you to please add the 5 Dravidian letters in the 

Grantha character set in order to represent correctly the words of Dravidian languages such as Tamil. 

Yours sincerely, 

Pulavar S. Raju 

(Translation from Tamil by Prof. E. Annamalai, Linguist, University of Chicago. 

Original letter from Prof. S. Raju in Tamil is attached.) 








